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A complete menu of Springwood Park Table Table from Cheshire East covering all 16 dishes and drinks can be
found here on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact

details provided on the website. What W3Z likes about Springwood Park Table Table:
We needed to eat quickly and cove IR fly and called here for an early evening meal. We were made very

welcome and well looked after throughout. Meal was very tasty and quantities were just right. Good value too.
Will definitely eat here again. read more. As a visitor, you can use the WLAN of the place at no extra cost,

Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat. The premises on site are accessible, and
therefore no problem for visitors with wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What fran n doesn't like about

Springwood Park Table Table:
Food not hot, small portions, limited wintermenu that wasn't mentioned on website. Some food arrived not as

described. Charged wrongly for a wine. Staff service slow and some staff clearly not happy to be working,
although one waiter very pleasant and helpful. Desserts were lovely though and well portioned. read more. At

Springwood Park Table Table in Cheshire East, a hearty brunch is served in the morning, where you can eat as
much as you want feast, At the bar, you can relax with a cool beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. If
you'd like something sweet to finish off, Springwood Park Table Table does not disappoint with its good selection

of desserts.
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Main�
FILLET

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

�ngerfoo�
ZWIEBELRINGE

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Sauce�, Chutney� & �tra�
GRAVY

Kid� Mea�
KIDS MEAL

Carn� d� Ma�� - vo� Rin�
MIXED GRILL

Drink�
DRINKS

P�z� A� Forn� 12"
BEEFEATER

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
STEAK

Condiment� an� Sauce�
MUSHROOM

CURRY

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

EGG

ONION

CHICKEN
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